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Transmission: 8
Book 3
Transmissions 8-11

     As you may already know from our previous transmissions, there was an intergalactic meeting on the Jupiter moon 
Europa. Many things were discussed but most importantly, how to stop the pollution and destruction of planet Earth’s 
environment. Our friend Hanta who was at the meeting, decided to take the advice of a young Kogi Indian speaker who 
was also trying to reverse the global destruction on Earth. To this end, Hanta would assist those who wished to help save 
and heal Mother Earth. It was decided that there should be a mission, which was to show the people who live on the 
Earth’s surface, that there were better and fairer alternatives to the way they were running their economies. In our 
previous Earth Tykes transmissions, we told you we had decided to work with Hanta on this mission, to contact the Earth 
surface people. We had already been given a very excellent little spaceship and a hi-tech buggy for transport; these 
vehicles would help us a great deal as you will see. 
     So for these new transmissions, the first thing Hanta wanted to do, was to show us some of the terrible destruction in 
the rainforests and oceans on Earth. This way we would be able to see at first hand, how reckless some of the 
corporations and logging companies had been.      
     We would use our space-marine ship to make our observations of environmental destruction. It had an invisibility 
function which we would need for flying in populated areas. This was because a wingless flying machine would normally 
attract a lot of attention and we didn’t want that right now.  

      Hello this is Rio speaking for our next 
transmission. OK to begin with, we want to 
share this information with you: 

Rio
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    And so on a bright sunny morning we took to the skies in our space-marine. We decided to look for large clouds of smoke 
rising from the rain forests, then we would fly down for closer investigation. Rio
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      We arrived at a clearing in the rainforests of Brazil. We could hardly believe the amount of destruction through ‘slashing 
and burning’ by poor farmers and logging companies. “What can we do in the face of such destruction, they’ve trashed 
everything,” said La Paz. Rio
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     “Where have all our animal friends gone?” asked Lima tearfully. Hanta gazed into the sky as if he was awaiting for 
something to happen. “This is what the governments of the world allow when they have no love for their people or the Earth. 
We must return home, there is something we need to do,” said Hanta. Rio
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     As soon as we had returned to our garden, Hanta invited us to join him in a visualization exercise. First of all we closed 
our eyes and relaxed. After a while we began to go within ourselves into a semi-dream world, but we were still awake in 
this other world. Next we led our imaginations into thoughts of recreating the forests that had been destroyed. Hanta told 
us, that you cannot control the imagination only lead it, but this sort of exercise would eventually help to save the rain 
forests. People would gradually receive the love we had sent in our thoughts and become aware of the damage they were 
doing. Hanta believed that the more people got involved in this sort of communion with spirit and nature, the sooner the 
destruction would stop.  Rio
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     In our thoughts we connected as a group, and we were aware of this in our conscious dream world. Then we simply 
imagined ourselves creating new life in the forest. We imagined using colorful energy beams and strange giant seeds that were 
able to create an entire forest within moments, although in reality, it may take many years on the Earth. After a while our 
imagined forest began to take shape and it was abundant with life and color. Rio
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     In our peaceful contemplation we became one with the new forest we were visualizing; we seemed to merge with the 
harmony and color of our beautiful thought creations. Hanta was also with us, 
     “Such is the mighty power of the forces of creation,” Hanta declared and there was a great peace between us before we 
awoke back in our garden upon the Earth. Rio
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     Before leaving to attend to other business, Hanta told us that on our next journey we would go deep inside the Earth to see 
the recycling work that goes on there. The Agarthans, the inner Earth people, had given permission for this. We were very 
excited because we had heard stories of many beautiful places inside the Earth. Rio
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Transmission 9:
Recycling Cara

     Hi this is Cara again and I am going to take you with us to the inside of the Earth. The Earth 
dried out eons ago and like all planets, it is hollow and with a small sun at the central core. Once 
inside the Earth, we will check out the recycling facilities and make contact with Mother Earth, 
whom we call Gaia... Cara
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     Somewhere near the centre of Antarctica we came to a small mountain range with forested slopes that appeared to 
fold into the Earth. We could see the partially submerged remnants of an ancient civilization revealed in the melting ice 
as we continued on our journey. Eventually we entered a huge cavernous space leading to the inside of the Earth. We 
were escorted by two high-tech saucer ships and Hanta told us that everything was prearranged with the friendly 
inhabitants of the ships. Cara
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     A short time later we flew through one of the openings that bypass the rivers of fresh water and liquid lava under the Earth’s 
crust. Immediately we could see the sun at the centre of the world, it reflected its light above the surface, known as the Aurora 
Borealis by the surface world people. There are marvelous cities and a whole new civilization down here. 
     “Most surface people know nothing of the inner Earth although that will change soon,” Hanta told us. Cara
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     We were amazed to see a floating city which, according to Hanta, was really a spaceship laboratory used by benevolent 
human extraterrestrials, they are sometimes seen in their UFOs around the world. Cara
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     We landed at the edge of a city on the inside of the Earth’s crust. Some of our Earth Tykes friends were already there to 
greet us before they continued with their research agendas. Hanta told us we would be introduced to the inner Earth 
people at a later time, but for now, he was anxious we should see the recycling station nearby.  Cara
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     Near to where we had landed by the city, we were taken to the recycling stations. This marvelous inner Earth technology 
had been secretly purifying human pollution from the surface world, since the days of the Industrial Revolution. You could just 
feel the clean life giving energy here.
     This recycling facility was like a fabulous Oriental garden using a technology that energized itself, and operated by itself. 
Hanta told us that it was here, that all the waters of the outer planet oceans were recycled. The water was then sent back to 
the surface world fresh and unsalted, through openings at the polar regions.  This was why icebergs were composed of fresh 
unsalted water.  Cara
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     We watched as water was purified and toxic poisons from the petrochemical corporations made safe in the processes 
around us. The technology used here was very advanced, way beyond anything we had seen on the surface world. 

Cara
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    From here we were able to observe that the surface world and its life forms were gradually being deoxygenated, but 
oxygen is so important of course. There were several reasons for this, for example, we saw how sulphur was being depleted 
from the human food chain by using chemical fertilizers instead of natural ones. Sulphur is a chemical element which also 
helps to oxygenate the bodies of people and animals, it is essential to keep them strong and more able to fight against 
disease. We had already seen the more obvious destruction that was depleting the Earth’s oxygen supply, such as 
deforestation, because the trees can convert carbon dioxide into oxygen.

          As a part of our education we Earth Tykes know that the higher technology becomes, the more it becomes an extension 
of our consciousness and the spirits in our bodies. 

Cara

simulated biogenic screens
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     Simulated biogenic screens are used by us for learning. They work on the principal that 
universal light in the form of photons or electrons can react with our biological chemical 
impulses to produce information. The screens are programmed to read the pupil’s DNA and 
amino acid functions. From here it is possible to read sentient intelligence or spiritual 
awareness. Any limitations in the pupil’s consciousness relating to their age group, can then be 
removed, by using the correct educational pathway. This may sound mind blowing to many 
Earth surface dwellers, but similar technology principles may be found in such ancient books 
as the I Ching from ancient China.
     We were able to read all the information we needed about the health of our world regarding 
sentient life; and a significant oxygen depletion problem was identified.



Transmission 10:
Mother Earth

     Our trip to the inner Earth was very interesting though we didn’t get to meet with the people there yet; they have some cool 
technology though. We were now focussed on meeting Gaia, somehow, and Hanta explained that the body of  Gaia was 
curled around the Earth as a conscious energy; it was almost as if she was a baby inside an egg waiting to be born. Hanta 
later told us that there was an ancient technology that would allow her to transmit a message to us. We would visit an 
underground chamber where a large screen would project images of the communication from Gaia.

     Hanta returned to us bringing the news that he had spoken with leaders from the inner Earth 
people, it would seem they wanted us to hear a transmission from Mother Earth herself. We did not 
quite understand how this was possible, but there was all kinds of advanced technology here and 
probably something would work. Mother Earth [whom we call Gaia], had an urgent message that 
she wanted us to take to the whales in our oceans; she works with them closely to sustain life on 
our planet. We were told to prepare for a shock but we had no idea what it would be.

     The Kogi Indians had also asked us to communicate with the big sea people who are of course, the whales and dolphins. 
The Kogi told us that they had a secret which may help to bring the Earth back into balance and we would learn more of this 
later. Our Earth Tyke clans will work closely with the Kogi Indians and the whales and dolphins.
     When Hanta arrived to collect us from the recycling station, he had news from one of the inner Earth leaders that we could 
access a sacred cavern where a device for communication with Mother Earth had been prepared for use. We made a 
relatively short journey in the space-marine and arrived at a huge cavernous space deep beneath the Earth’s crust. We had 
no idea where we were, we just followed Hanta on foot for the final part of our journey.

La Paz OK it’s La Paz...tune in folks, check this out!

La Paz
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     Eventually we found ourselves standing before a large screen in an elaborately carved chamber. On the screen there 
appeared to be images of a lush green forest interwoven with strange lights and geometries. Hanta later told us, we were 
looking at a form of visual language that communicated to a person’s soul, rather than to their mind using spoken or written 
words. That’s awesome I thought, I love stuff like that. As we gazed at the screen we felt very peaceful and no-one spoke 
a word for several minutes. La Paz
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     Suddenly and without warning, there was a flash of lightening and a roll 
of thunder that almost frightened us out of our wits.

La Paz
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     There was terrifying chaos all around us. We watched helplessly amidst scenes of gigantic robotic machines trying to 
take over the Earth in a great war. It seemed as though the whole world was being torn apart. La Paz
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     Above us there appeared huge globes with what appeared 
to be crystal skulls inside of them. The cavern walls had given 
way to scenes of great destruction, but whether they were 
scenes from the past or the future we could not say. Only 
Hanta remained calm. He held a magical lantern aloft which 
helped to bring peace and courage to our hearts. La Paz

Eventually the scenes subsided and we knew that some 
magical force had created this huge apparition.
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     As everything appeared to calm down we gathered in front of the screen again. After a few moments we were 
suddenly awe struck by the appearance of a woman’s face in the centre of the screen. She introduced this version of 
herself as a two dimensional representation of Mother Earth. “You may call me Gaia if you wish,” she told us. La Paz
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     We immediately felt very reverent towards Gaia on the screen. She spoke to us sincerely and calmly and we listened intently. 
First of all she wished to apologize for what we had just experienced. 
     “I hope I did not scare you too much with what has just happened. I created a three dimensional hologram to illustrate the 
chaos and the struggle to maintain harmony on Earth. I also wished to impress upon you the secret of the thirteen crystal 
skulls, there are life size versions of these skulls on the surface world. They store a sacred energy with information to awaken 
the surface humanity. Humans must now have greater understanding if they are to move forward in peace,” Gaia explained. 

     As we continued to talk, Gaia warned us there would be much opposition to our quest. 
There would be those in power who did not wish the surface population to be aware of their 
destiny. 
     “The surface people we call humanity, must endeavor to bring the love of heaven down to 
the Earth through their hearts,” she told us. “There are many beings on, off and beneath planet 
Earth, who are willing to assist humanity. The surface world is changing very quickly now and 
we need a mission from kind little people like the Earth Tykes, to reassure as many humans 
who will listen, that despite all the troubles, humanity will succeed and bring heaven to Earth. 
How long this takes, depends on how quickly people can wake up to a greater reality.”

     There was much for us to think about and we were grateful that Hanta was with us. We Earth Tykes had 
a lot to learn about humans on the Earth, in a very short time. We had to learn to interact with human 
technology, which is generally rather cumbersome. Communications, energy and travel technology, 
along with medical practices are unbelievably crude. We have a joke that comes to mind, that it was your 
use of ‘crude oil’ that kept your technology so ‘crude’ in the simplistic sense, and that is a fact.  
     As is often the case we Earth Tykes share some of our thoughts telepathically, and something began 
to happen to the screen as we all thought about the oil problem on Earth... La Paz
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     Suddenly the screen changed and now we could see the Gulf of Mexico. We saw how an oil tanker deliberately spilt its 
cargo in an attempt to destroy a meeting place for the cetaceans, the whales and dolphins.
    Time was of the essence to avoid much calamity...Mother Earth was an entity that needed love and nurture. The oil slicks 
reminded us of gigantic formless monsters on a mission to destroy all life... La Paz
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     As Gaia told us of the destruction the Earth surface people had done and their cruelty to the forests and animals, we noticed 
a tear fall from her left eye.  It was not a tear of sadness she immediately told us, but a tear of joy, for she knew the world was 
changing very rapidly for the better. As we Earth Tykes believe, when the sharing of the Earth’s resources begins and there is 
employment for everyone, then the people will open their hearts, they will step back to take a look at what humans have been 
doing; they have been living in a great madness for centuries now.

We spoke with Gaia for over an hour and she was most impressed that we had already learned about the oxygen problem 
on the surface world.

La Paz
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     Gaia asked us to speak with the Big Sea People and warn them  
about further oil spills in their sacred meeting places. We said our 
good-byes and returned to the space-marine. La Paz
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Transmission 11:
LimaThe Big Sea People

     OK this is Lima again: We hastily climbed back into the space-marine and flew to the Earth’s surface. From there we 
headed for the Atlantic ocean for an underwater trip to search for the big sea people, the whales.
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     On our journey to find the ‘big sea people’, we passed through an ancient sunken city deep under the ocean. In Earth 
Tyke history, these cities were destroyed before the last ice age but mainstream Earth surface historians, completely 
ignore this evidence; we often wonder why. Lima
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     Eventually, we arrived at what appeared to be a sacred meeting place for the whales and other sea mammals. Hanta 
suggested we listen and keep our questions simple, because the whales would periodically have to return to the surface for 
air, so time was limited. We were in awe of the shear size of these creatures, they dwarfed our space-marine, it was no 
wonder we Earth Tykes called them the big sea people. Lima
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     Before any of us had time to speak, we heard a voice from one of the whales we had seen through our portholes. “You 
may call me Big Bluey,” said the voice. “Big Louis?” asked Rio, “Big Bluey,” we all said almost in unison. “He’s a blue whale,” 
I added glancing at Rio. 
     Hanta told us we could speak directly with the whales using a device on the space-marine console, it would enable us to 
communicate in any language.     
     “We are delighted to meet with you at last and we have much to discuss,” said Big Bluey. We settled down in some seats 
which appeared for us inside the space-marine and prepared to listen to what Big Bluey had to say. 

     There are rumours in the higher realms beyond this Earth, that there may be help from a mighty white dragon to change 
the fortunes of the world. He knows how to access a great wealth for all the creatures of the Earth to share. This wealth 
rightfully belongs to all, Big Bluey told us. 

     Big Bluey continued. “Firstly you should know there are some perils to your quest, we are 
all under attack down here from whaling boats, pollution and submarines with sonar weapons. 
There is also becoming a shortage of food for many of us, and the plastic micro-beads in our 
oceans don’t help. However, it is our mission to stay here as long as we are able to help the 
surface humans. Many of the surface people have shown us great love and for that, we are 
eternally grateful. We Cetaceans, are of a similar opinion to the Earth Tykes and others, that if 
people of Earth had enough wealth to live and provide for their families, they would not be so 
desperate and brutal.” 

Lima
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     Big Bluey gave us a warning; “As we have often said, it is the resonance from our whale song that helps the recycling 
and fertility of the outer world. This is why the madmen we call the shadow people want to destroy us and all life. They have 
been trying to control the world population and all the money for a long time.” Lima
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     Hanta used one of the space-marine life pods to get closer contact with the big sea people and he continued to speak 
with them as we admired the under water scenery. The Big Sea People told Hanta the story of a young prince who would 
return to the Earth from the world of spirit, he would help his people and Mother Earth. The prince could give Hanta and the 
Earth Tykes more information about The White Dragon. Lima
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     The whales told Hanta that the young prince we were looking for, was now living 
on the inner planes as we call them. This is a place where souls can go when they 
are waiting to return to Earth for another life. Reincarnation is central to the Earth 
Tykes spiritual beliefs. So to find the young prince, we would need to undertake a 
voyage to the places inside of ourselves, like our dreams are inside of us if we think 
about it. But we would go beyond the dreamworlds. 
     Big Bluey said the whales and dolphins were also awaiting the White Dragon, he 
would be essential to take the pressure off themselves and all life on this planet. The 
whales believed there are those above us in heaven, that will makes sure the White 
Dragon arrives soon, then he will spread his wings of abundance around all the 
peoples and the creatures of the Earth.

Lima

     We were all very encouraged by our meeting with Big Bluey and the other whales, they are so intelligent, wise and 
compassionate, we have so much to learn from them. The dolphin people who walked upright, had already spoken with 
our Earth Tyke relatives on Europa at the Earth summit meeting. They would pass on information to the sea dolphins here 
on Earth. We were of course a little concerned about the ‘shadow people’ mentioned by Big Bluey, they seemed to be 
working secretly with or without the consent of governments, they were greedy for power and cared nothing about life. It 
was very important therefore, that the Earth Tyke’s mission succeeded as soon as possible, we had to let the people of 
Earth know there was a much better way to live. 
     We made our way back home to prepare for our secret voyage to find the young prince who may help us. Bye for now, 
love 
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End of transmission...

...And finally a message from Big Bluey
     Good-bye from the Big Sea People. Thank you to all the Earth surface people who have cared for us and don’t worry, 
we are smarter than you think, we will survive...somehow, even if we have to withdraw from your planet for a while.
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The Earth Tykes Review
Can these little folks unlock the keys to saving our world?

Art and discussion. Paolo Raphael free arts magazine.
Eco-friendly tykes, essential for a balanced world
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